Rewrite each sentence so that each pronoun agrees with the antecedent.

1. Mrs. Carrasco told the secretary that yet another candidate for the job had forgotten their resume.

2. When even one student forgets their assignment, the entire class suffers the consequences.

3. Please congratulate anyone who remembers their employee number.

4. Franklin remembered that the other runner had forgotten their registration fee.

5. Would someone please remind the class that nobody is to leave their patrol area without notifying an officer?

6. If anybody sells six hundred boxes, they will qualify for a free trip to Athens.

7. Is each representative going to deliver their speech in front of the camera?

8. Anyone who does not have the correct change should give their money to the line monitor.

9. Nobody is willing to give up their parking space for the guest speaker.
10. Unless another contestant forgets the lyrics to their song, last place in the talent show will go to Carl.

11. Each girl should bring their scout handbook and merit badge guide on the field trip.

12. Every gardener must fertilize their palm trees with nitrogen or the fronds may turn yellow.

13. Mrs. Gomez told her class that anyone who attends the music recital will receive extra credit.

14. Every player on the team must play to the best of their ability.

15. The principal told the PTA that anyone who wants their children to take art classes may enroll them for free at the community center.

16. When you give someone your trust, you believe that they will not betray it.

17. If nobody wants their complimentary plastic cup, they should place it in the recycling bin.

18. Each manager must make sure that their employees’ performance reviews are signed and dated.